In 1798 James O'Kelly published The Author's Apology for Protesting Against the Methodist Episcopal Government. It was a searing, public manifesto against his former boss, Francis Asbury. O'Kelly joined a Methodist Society around 1775 and Francis Asbury assigned him to the affluent Tidewater region of southern Virginia. O'Kelly was quickly given the office of supervising Elder over circuits in Virginia and North Carolina. He is best known, however, for what scholars call "the O'Kelly Schism," his break from Methodism and Francis Asbury's nearly tyrannical rule over the new denomination, in 1792. In 1794 O'Kelly started the Republican Methodists and many of his followers initially joined his new denomination. By the mid-1790s, however, the Republican Methodists were floundering under O'Kelly's leadership and many of his adherents returned to Asbury's Methodism. It was in this climate that O'Kelly published his Apology. (1)

Past treatments of this tumultuous episode in early Methodist history focused on the denominational politics, personality traits, and evangelistic fallout of the schism. On the surface, blame for the tear in the newly woven American Methodist fabric rests mostly on O'Kelly's ferocious ambition and feisty temper, and partly on Asbury's dictatorial Anglican proclivities. The schism, however, was the inevitable product of the collision of two entirely different languages: O'Kelly's fierce, patriotic, and decidedly American republicanism and Asbury's apolitical Wesleyan and Anglican, and therefore British, brogue. This language barrier culminated in the schism that initially drew thousands of Methodists to O'Kelly's new denomination in southern Virginia and the piedmont of North Carolina. (2)

Some scholars of Methodism assert that early American Methodism was devoid of politics. Darius Salter's assessment is typical: "To understand the Methodists' feud with James O'Kelly within any type of systemic context, cultural or political, was entirely beyond Asbury's comprehension." Asbury may have been oblivious, but a denomination arising out of the new republic cannot be unaffected by the politics of the times. The political arena of the early republic was rife with contention and intrigue. The rise of federalism evoked a heated response from republicans and the battle between the two camps permeated the news and gossip of the 1790s. Thus, Dee E. Andrews more realistically notes that "Maintaining the separation of churches and government proved more difficult than enlightened thinkers or their Methodist allies had hoped." (3)

While modern scholars often allude to O'Kelly's republicanism, Asbury's federalist tendencies are rarely explored. When compared to the greater political intrigues of their day, the feud between James O'Kelly and Francis Asbury simply becomes a microcosm of the battles between the Republicans and the Federalists in the 1790s. This paper reexamines the O'Kelly Schism from the perspective of the political battles of the 1790s and asserts that the schism is best understood within this cultural dynamic, not within denominational politics.

Previous explorations of the events leading up to the O'Kelly Schism examined a series of exchanges published from 1798-1802, nearly a decade removed from the beginnings of O'Kelly's clash with Asbury's authority. In 1798 O'Kelly, using the...
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